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SkyKart
The SkyKart is the new accessory that transforms your Sky Walker into an
incredibly fun electric GoKart that can accelerate, brake, turn on the spot, and
pop eﬀortless wheelies, all with simple and intuitive hand controls.
This seated, three-wheeled vehicle is stable, manoeuvrable, and can securely
attached and detached to your Sky Walker in just a few seconds.

The installation drawing box
Out of the box diagram

SkyKart
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Slide the T-bar pole (with the
foot rest) into the wider pole
with the holes.
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Secure the handles in
place with screws..
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Adjust the length of frame to
suit you. Secure it in position
by tightening the knob screw
in the hole.

Ensure both sides are
secured well and screws
are tightened.
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Place handle bar in
position.

Tighten bolt with
spanner.

SkyKart
7 Protection pads.
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Stick the protection
pads on the bottom
of the SkyKart.

SkyKart to
9 Strap
10 Feed straps through.
your SkyWalker.

Seat direction use
seat on frame and align
1 Put
seat holes with screws.
Tighten to secure in place
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Once seated, you can adjust
length of SkyKart with the
knob screw.
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Once you are comfortable in
your SkyKart, turn the
SkyWalker ON.

Go straight: Press down on the two handle with
even distribution.

SkyKart

How to Drive

Turn left: Push down the right handle and pull up
the left handle.

Turn right: Push down the left handle and pull
up the right handle.

Slow down/ stop: Pull back both handles equally
to slow down and release to come to a stop.

Attention:
Safety gear is a must! The team at Sky Walkers recommend gearing up
with Sky Pads and Sky Helemt before SkyKarting!
Make sure to check your surrounding space and stay clear of obstacles.
Children under the age of 10 should be accompanied by adult.

